Committee on House and Governmental Affairs

Will meet at: 9:00 am Date: Tuesday, May 24, 2011

Location: Committee Room 3

Remarks:

**HR 8  HUTTER**  
**LEGISLATIVE PROCEDURE** Requires that the House committee chairman have the opportunity to sign a conference committee report on a House instrument before all other conferees and on a Senate instrument before other House conferees.

**HR 9  SMITH, P.**  
**HOUSE/CHAMBER** Requests the House clerk and sergeant at arms to work collaboratively to implement procedures for the inspection of deliveries made to members on the House Floor and to submit recommendations relative to House Rules prior to the 2012 Regular Session.

**HR 29  HARRISON**  
**HOUSE/RULES** Allows the use of the supplemental vouchered allotment to supplement the salary of a legislative assistant.

**HR 37  ROY**  
**HOUSE/RULES** Requires recommittal to the Committee on Administration of Criminal Justice of an instrument that creates a crime or addresses the penalties or elements of a crime.

**HCR 4  NORTON**  
**CONSTITUTION/AMENDMENT** Requires plain language in constitutional amendment ballot language.

**HCR 87  ELLINGTON**  
**U.S. CONSTITUTION** Applies for a convention to propose an amendment to the U.S. constitution regarding the federal debt.

**HCR 91  LIGI**  
**ETHICS/BOARD** Requests the Board of Ethics to develop a procedure to certify persons and programs to deliver education regarding the laws within the jurisdiction of the board to public servants and other persons required to receive education regarding those laws.

**HCR 105  SMILEY**  
**BOARDS/COMMISSIONS** Requests the legislative auditor to issue a report concerning boards and commissions that have failed to comply with the requirements of Chapter 20 of Title 49 of the Louisiana Revised Statutes of 1950.

**HB 203  GEYMANN**  
**PUBLIC EMPLOYEES** Requires legislative approval for a state executive branch official or
employee to receive compensation that exceeds the salary authorized by law for the governor by more than 20% with certain exceptions

HB 204 LIGI PUBLIC EMPLOYEES Creates the Public Employee Bargaining Transparency Act

HB 277 WILLIAMS PUBLIC BUILDINGS/ST CAPL Provides for a Ten Commandments monument on the state capitol grounds

HB 293 DOVE FISHING/VESSELS Authorizes the Wildlife and Fisheries Commission to regulate the taking of certain species of fish and to require the use of vessel monitoring systems in certain circumstances

HB 380 KATZ PUBLIC SERVICE COMN (Constitutional Amendment) Provides with respect to the Public Service Commission

HB 388 MONICA ELECTIONS/PRESIDENTIAL Makes the state of La. a party to an interstate compact entitled the "Agreement Among the States to Elect the President by National Popular Vote"

HB 496 BARROW BOARDS/COMMISSIONS Provides for campaign contribution disclosures by appointees to certain boards and commissions prior to confirmation

HB 558 JOHNSON CAMPAIGN FINANCE Provides relative to contribution limitations on certain candidates with a deficit
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